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CHAPTER 4
ON CARING
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Wondering About Caring
Many of us who work on large-scale social problems become
engrossed in the dark side of human behavior, studying things
like violence, poverty, hunger, and other social pathologies. We
begin to see these things as common, even inevitable. We look
for remedies for these phenomena when they occur, and rarely

“The images in this chapter were obtained from the Internet, selected on
the basis of their being free to use or share.”
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consider that maybe they need not occur. Instead of just
studying war and hunger, we should also give attention to how
peace and plenty might work.
Most people most of the time treat each other rather nicely.
Surely, caring must be a central element. We do that without
fanfare. Caring is so common, we don’t see it.
In Mutual Aid, Peter Kropotkin pointed out that people
usually treat each other well, helping each other out in
countless ways.1 Social scientists have little to say about this
good quality in human relations. It is as if they have forgotten
the social in social science. Thus, the literature on hunger
analyzes the problem as if it afflicted only individuals and
households in isolation, not recognizing that people, especially
people with low-incomes, do a lot to take care of one another.
Thinking in terms of conventional economic analysis can
make people less caring.2 That framework is driven by the idea
of individual accumulation of wealth, but this is not always the
dominant motivation. In reality, people share resources in
many different ways, and many people refuse to be stunted by
the compulsive desire for endless accumulation. There are
some forms of economic analysis that do not make the wrongheaded assumptions we learn in Introductory Economics
classes. Analyses of the gift economy, for example, are based on
the understanding that people tend to be generous to one
another. So far the alternative ways of thinking about
economics have not displaced the dominant economic
mythology.
This chapter is about caring, defined as acting to benefit others.
More specifically, it is about empathetic caring, the caring that is
rooted in our capacity to share others’ feelings. Caring in this
sense is about action taken for the purpose of benefiting others.
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Caring is about empathy that goes beyond merely cognitive
understanding of how others feel to also include an emotional
impact:
It is feeling sad in response to another’s sadness;
joy in response to another’s joy; fear in response
to another’s fear, and so on. So conceived,
empathy transfers others from external objects
into
parts
of
ourselves;
“different”
consciousnesses not only interact, they
interpenetrate. In this way empathy expands our
identity to include others; what happens to them,
in some measure, happens to us.3
With caring, your well-being is linked to and affected by others’
well-being. Their feeling good makes you feel good, and their
feeling bad makes you feel bad.
Empathetic caring should be distinguished from
instrumental caring, the kind that is offered in exchange for
some direct benefit to oneself. Empathetic caring is its own
reward. Caring that is viewed primarily as a means for
obtaining benefits for the carer is instrumental caring. 4
In organized business-like caring, usually there is a clear
distinction between those who have needs and those who
provide caring for them, as in a care home. In natural caring,
there is no structural distinction between those who provide
care and those who receive it. With strong mutual caring, there
is much less need for deliberately designed caring by specialists.
Often, increasing needs for caring interventions by specialists
are signs of the weakening of natural caring in the community.
At times instrumental caring becomes mechanistic, done by
a “caretaker” mainly because he or she is paid to do it.
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Instrumental caring is based on self-interest, while empathetic
caring is based on concern for the well-being of another.
Instrumental caring is not bad, but we should recognize that it
is different from empathetic caring.
Often, caring acts are undertaken for mixed motives, partly
to benefit another, and partly to benefit oneself. For example,
the Fonterra dairy company in New Zealand explains that it
provides free milk to school children “because we believe it
will make a lasting difference to the health of New Zealand's
children5,” but elsewhere the company “admits it's also about
promoting its product, and lifting falling milk consumption.”6
Apparently Fonterra distributes free milk to improve children’s
health and also to improve its long-term profits. There is
nothing wrong with doing both at the same time. We often do
things for several different reasons.
At times there are good reasons for cynicism. Along with
promoting milk consumption at home and in other parts of the
world, Fonterra is promoting the use of infant formula,
especially in Asia. In that context, it does not mention that this
profit-motivated push is likely to result in worse health
outcomes for millions of infants.7 In other contexts, we see
manufacturers marketing foods to children with blatant
disregard for their impact on children’s health.8 The
widespread tendency of the food industry to prioritize their
profits over consumers’ health sends a message about their
caring priorities.9
Some writers define altruism as “behavior carried out to
benefit another without anticipation of rewards from external
sources.”10 That is the same as what is described here as
empathetic care. There is no reason to insist that empathetic
care requires self-sacrifice. There is nothing intrinsically wrong
with drawing benefits for oneself at the same time one acts to
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benefit others. Many people who are called to do good things
for others enjoy their calling immensely. The empathetic caring
is usually a good thing. But there can be harm when empathy
for one person or group leads to action that harms others. For
example, armed conflict generally is undertaken to benefit a
specific group at the expense of others.
Caring and compassion seem to be closely related.
However, some analysts define compassion as “the feeling that
arises in witnessing another’s suffering and that motivates a
subsequent desire to help.”11 In the perspective adopted here,
caring is not necessarily triggered by suffering. The abundant
caring behavior observable in ordinary daily life is not only in
response to suffering.
Caring may be related to cooperation. However,
cooperation often implies making a deal. It can be understood
as a type of investment. Treating others well in cooperative
endeavors is commonly explained by the idea that it leads to
some sort of reward, whether here or hereafter. Business
people often cooperate because they feel they can make more
profit by working together rather than separately. At times
cooperation turns into collusion or conspiracy, which are
about cooperation at the expense of some third party.
Some writers analyze cooperation specifically in situations
in which individuals seek to maximize their self-interest.12 One
book devotes a section to the point that cooperation is not
altruism.13 Cooperation that is driven primarily by self-interest
is what we have described as instrumental caring. It is different
from empathetic caring, which is about doing things for the
purpose of benefiting others.
In the perspective adopted here, empathetic caring does not
have to be explained in terms of its producing some sort of
material advantage for oneself or one’s group. Indeed, the
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concept of deal-making demeans that type of caring. Mother
Teresa and Saint Damien did not care for the homeless and the
sick in exchange for an anticipated payoff.
This chapter is primarily about empathetic caring. It should
be made more visible so its importance can be recognized. This
essay wanders through the idea of caring and wonders about
it, beginning with the more familiar types, and then pushes the
envelope to explore less familiar types. There is caring for one
another, for animals, for things, for our ancestors, for the
planet, for the cosmos. They are all somehow connected
together, and that connectedness is both mysterious and
important. The purpose of this journey of exploration is to
come to a deeper appreciation of how it is that we care and
thus act to benefit others—other people and other things--and
to find ways to increase that caring.
Caring Individuals
Caring can be a simple and beautiful thing, as illustrated here.

Figure 1. Caring: Father and Child.
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There are also deeper multi-layered representations of
caring, like that in Michelangelo’s Piéta.

Figure 2. Caring: Michelangelo’s Piéta
One doesn’t need to know about Christianity or the fact
that that statue has an honored place in Saint Peter’s Basilica
in Rome to see and feel that it is about caring. Michelangelo
was so powerful as an artist that his portrayal transcends
imagery of two specific people to instead represent caring in all
of humankind.
Types of Human Relations
Simplifying, we can distinguish three major types of human
relations:
Caring, in which people feel better off when other
individuals are better off, and thus act to benefit others;
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Indifference, in which people do not care about others’
wellbeing, and thus do not act to help them or to harm them;
and
Exploitation, in which people benefit from others’ misery.
An employer who pays his workers as little as possible is
exploitative. A consumer who buys cheap products from
ruthless manufacturers could be seen as an exploiter. Sadists
get pleasure from others’ misery. Germans have a special term,
schadenfreude, for “enjoyment obtained from the troubles of
others.”14 We can include in this category the pleasure a general
might feel in defeating an enemy, or a coach might feel when
his team defeats an opposing team. Rapists and pornographers
are exploiters. Exploiters draw benefits from hurting others.
Exploitation is often done for what are claimed to be good
reasons. You might hire low-wage workers for your business
so that you can provide more comforts for your family. You
might kill others to protect your country. You might accept
“collateral damage” from a bombing run because you calculate
that the benefit of killing “militants” outweighs that cost. You
might discriminate against people of certain races in order to
protect your own.
People weigh and balance things differently. We don’t all
navigate by the same moral compass. Whether intentionally or
not, we often benefit from actions that harm others. Caring
and exploitation can be tied together in complex ways.
Caring, indifference, and exploitation are broad and crude
categories, but they convey useful distinctions. They are
comparable with the distinctions others make among givers
and takers.15,16
The two previous images represent caring. Figure 3
illustrates indifference.
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Figure 3. Indifference: Hungry Child
We don’t see who it is that is indifferent. It could be the
child’s family, or maybe the child’s community, or the
government of that child’s country. It might be that some of
them are not indifferent, but simply do not have the capacity
to relieve that child’s plight. The fact that many parents in Haiti
send their children to orphanages shows that some parents are
unable to support their children.17 However, we do know that
the global community, taken as a whole, has no such excuse.
In 2013, global wealth reached an all-time high of US$241
trillion, up 4.9% from the preceding year.18 The world certainly
has the capacity to feed hungry children. It cares, but not
enough.
Globally, child mortality rates have been declining rapidly,
but there are still more than six million children who die before
their fifth birthdays each year. Most of these deaths can be
attributed to global indifference rather than to any sort of
direct abuse or exploitation.
Indifference is important. Many people suffer various
forms of neglect, oppression, and violence and get no attention
from the rest of the world. This is not only about how rich
countries treat poor countries. Many countries with means are
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indifferent to the poor and powerless segments of their own
populations. In Korea, suicides of people over 65 have
increased sharply because their children no longer care for
them adequately.19 India has been among the world’s leading
exporters of rice and beef, and it exports substantial amounts
of wheat and other food products, while at the same time, a
large part of its population suffers from serious malnutrition.
Contrary to the image the United States presents of itself,
almost half its people live in poverty.20 In India and the U.S.,
the poor do get substantial subsidies from the government, but
these programs seem to hold people in poverty rather than
helping them climb out of it. One of the major impacts of the
subsidies for the poor is that they ensure a steady supply of
cheap labor for the benefit of the rich.
In situations of economic exploitation, like that illustrated
in Figure 4, much of the value produced by people’s labor goes
to benefit others, leaving the workers in marginal conditions.
They are deprived not only in terms of income but also in
terms of their dignity and their identity as distinct individual
personalities.

Figure 4. Exploitation: Child Workers
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Indifference and exploitation are important, but the focus
here is on caring.
Sometimes caring takes on heroic proportions, as illustrated
by war heroes and saints. We should also notice and appreciate
ordinary everyday caring. The caring of individuals for other
individuals is often expressed in simple acts such as offering
others a few words of encouragement or even just listening to
others’ concerns. In a way, it is too bad that schools teach
children about super-heroes like Mother Teresa, Gandhi, and
Martin Luther King, placing them on sky-high pedestals. That
elevation to heroic Nobel-prize status might make it appear
that caring is out of reach for us ordinary flawed mortals, when
in fact it is the stuff of everyday life, and within everyone’s
capabilities. This chapter is not about caring as a heroic rescue
mission, but caring as a way of living together with others. We
need to honor ordinary caring. It is the glue that holds civil
society together.
Individuals, organizations, and governments at all levels
may show caring in routine decisions. This is because they
recognize that many of their decisions affect the well-being not
only of themselves but also of others. In deciding which
chocolate bar to buy, one should consider how that choice
would affect the people who make it.
Often it is difficult to obtain all that information and to
assess likely impacts on others, so those considerations are
ignored. But sometimes the information is right there, and still
we ignore it. That is, we might not care much about those
impacts on others.
Every decision says something about decision-makers’
priorities and their concerns for others. When a report on
global agriculture showed that production yield levels of some
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of the world’s major food crops have been declining, one of
the co-authors, Jonathan Foley, said,
This finding is particularly troubling because it
suggests that we have preferentially focused our
crop improvement efforts on feeding animals and
cars, as we have largely ignored investments in
wheat and rice, crops that feed people and are the
basis of food security in much of the world.21
Every farmer and every manufacturer must make choices
about what he or she will produce, just as every seller must
choose what to sell, and every consumer must choose what to
buy. In every action, each of us must make our own decisions
regarding what we care about. Our decisions all add up to
shape what it is that we as individuals, and also our social
systems, care about.
Quantifying Caring
There have been good efforts to design measures of wellbeing.22 Assessing the degree to which someone cares about
others’ well-being is a more difficult matter.
The degree to which a person cares about people and things
can be assessed on the basis of the choices they would make in
different circumstances. A person who likes vanilla ice cream
more than chocolate chooses vanilla. The choice reveals the
person’s priorities. One way to estimate what individuals or
agencies care about is to look at their budgets. If a community
spends much more on football than on children’s health, we
have an important indication of what it cares about. We can
get clues not only from the allocation of money but also from
the allocation of attention. If a country does not collect data
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on the nutrition status of its children, it is not likely to do
anything about it.23 If the local media devote more space to
stock market reports than to genocidal conflicts on the other
side of the world, we have indications of what those media and
their audiences care about.
Caring for another person’s or group’s well-being means
making choices partly on the basis of how they affect that other
person or group, and not solely on the choice’s direct impact
on oneself. Conceptually, the degree or intensity of caring
could be estimated by assessing the extent to which an
individual is willing to forego a benefit in order to deliver a
given amount of benefit to another.
While caring does not always require sacrifice, the intensity
of caring is indicated by the willingness to give up benefits to
oneself in order to ensure benefits to others.
In strong caring communities, people would be willing to
give up things in order to take care of their neighbors, whether
those things were money or time or something else. This
positive caring would ensure the health of the community as a
whole.
It is difficult to actually measure and study caring in
quantitative terms, but the concept is important. Caring, acting
to benefit another is essential to a well-functioning social order.
Caring Within and Among Communities
Caring is important to human well-being in every kind of
community.24 It is especially important for those with lowincomes, and thus more dependent on the people around
them. A poor person living among equally poor but caring
people will have a much better quality of life than someone
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with the same income level living in an indifferent or
exploitative community.
We tend to assume that people who have money are always
happy, and those who don’t have much money must be
miserable. These assumptions certainly are not correct. People
get a great deal of satisfaction out of their social interactions.
There are many communities that do quite well despite their
operating outside the dominant money exchange system.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu described the importance of
group solidarity in this way:
Africans have a thing called ubuntu. It is about
the essence of being human, it is part of the gift
that Africa will give the world. It embraces
hospitality, caring about others, being willing to
go the extra mile for the sake of another. We
believe that a person is a person through other
persons, that my humanity is caught up, bound
up, inextricably, with yours. When I dehumanize
you, I inexorably dehumanize myself. The solitary
human being is a contradiction in terms.
Therefore you seek to work for the common
good because your humanity comes into its own
in community, in belonging.25
The theme was pursued at a conference held in Johannesburg
in July 2013:
The theme of the event, "Caring Cities", is
based on the concept of Ubuntu, an African ethic
or humanist philosophy focusing on people's
allegiances and relations. Caring Cities are cities
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that strive to offer a high quality of life, showing
a sense of humanity and exchange, providing
comfort and dignity for all citizens and deliver
solutions that meet the needs of their citizens.26
The importance of strong communities became clear to me
while writing Ending Hunger Worldwide. I said:
Free trade among self-interested individuals
might be important for maximizing economic
growth, but strong communities are the best
instruments for achieving human development.
Karl Polanyi observed, “It is the absence of the
threat of individual starvation which makes
primitive society, in a sense, more humane than
market economy, and at the same time less
economic.”27 This is another way of saying that in
strong communities, where people care about
one another’s wellbeing, people don’t go hungry.
As we can see in India, the United States, and
many other places, economic growth does not
necessarily end hunger. Caring may matter more
than economics.
An individual’s being isolated and destitute,
possibly on the streets, is a signal that there are
problems not only for the individual but also for
the community. Both challenges need to be
addressed.
In
strong,
well-functioning
communities, people take care of each other.
There is a depth to this care that goes far beyond
mailing off a check to a worthy organization or
dropping a few dollars into a beggar’s cup.
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Sometimes it is a matter of being there for a
person in need, and listening to their story...
Local self-reliance, food sovereignty, and
democracy are good, but something more is
needed. Hunger results mainly from poverty and
the effects it has on people’s diets. This takes
place in a social context. The extent to which
people suffer from hunger and other forms of
malnutrition depends on how they treat one
another.28
The hunger problem is not only about deficits in land or seeds
or skills or markets. Those technical things may be important,
but in the end the central issue is the deficit in caring. There
are deficits of caring from rich to poor, but also in caring from
neighbor to neighbor. In strong communities, where people
care about one another’s well-being, no one goes hungry. That
is generally true in poor communities as well as rich
communities. In caring communities, no one goes hungry
unless everyone goes hungry, as might happen in a disaster
situation.29
Caring gestures can play important roles in defusing intense
armed conflict situations. Sometimes they take peculiar twists,
as in a counter-insurgency effort in India in October 1993:
In Srinagar, which is the capital of the State of
Jammu & Kashmir, terrorists took over the most
sacred mosque in the city . . . . The security forces
laid siege to the mosque without actually
attacking it in order to prevent damaging it. The
attempt was to starve out the terrorists.
Meanwhile someone sent in a Writ petition to the
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Jammu & Kashmir High Court stating that this
was violative of the fundamental rights of the
terrorists. The High Court decreed that the
besieging forces could not inflict starvation on
the terrorists and, therefore, they were directed to
see that two full meals were sent into the mosque
for its occupiers every day. It is only in India that
we could have a situation in which the police and
the army sent in two huge containers of food at
noon and at sunset so that the terrorists could
feed themselves.30
The terrorists were seen as part of the community, deserving a
measure of care.
Even if caring gestures do not bring an end to armed
conflicts, they can be helpful. Moves in the right direction can
inspire others to do the similar things. This is well illustrated
by the history of the Red Cross. Demonstrating right action
can be worthwhile even when it does not lead to clear strategic
victories. For example, the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra,
created by Daniel Barenboim and the late Edward Said, has for
decades helped to bring together young people from all sides
of the Middle East conflicts.31 There is another more recent
initiative within Israel called the Polyphony Youth Orchestra.32
Joint activities of this sort may not have huge impact in terms
of peacemaking, but they demonstrate the possibility of civility
between the parties. Sometimes we do things because they are
the right things to do, not because they will be measurably
effective in achieving some goal.
Social scientists should give more attention to the qualities
of communities. Which are strong in the sense that people care
about one another? Which are permeated by exploitative
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relationships? Which communities are marked by large-scale
indifference to the poor or to other groups such as ethnic
minorities or people with disabilities? Unfortunately, there are
no well-developed indicators or data collections that offer
good insight on the quality of human relationships in
communities. This is an important and much neglected issue.
Strong communities serve as good protection not only from
hunger but also from poverty, crime, violence, pollution, and
many other negative aspects of modern life. Strong
communities can provide remedies when such problems occur,
but more importantly, they can prevent the problems from
ever occurring.
Hunger will not end as a result of missions sent to feed the
hungry, but by finding ways of living together that prevent
hunger and other miseries from ever occurring. Many
individuals and agencies have done hugely important work in
rescuing people from hunger, but the prevention of hunger will
come from the regular day to day concern of people for their
neighbors.
Caring among individuals is commonly experienced within
communities. The caring tends to be strongest in small faceto-face groups, but it can also extend to much larger groups
such as nations, spanning large stretches of both space and
time. How far can we expect caring to reach? Surely no one
expects that we could care for everyone on distant continents
as much as we would care for our own families, and our own
ethnic and religious groups. We rarely care for others who are
distant geographically, chronologically, and socially in the same
way we care for those who are close to us. We make choices
about who and what we care about.
There are limits to caring, and counter-pressures that must
be plainly recognized. In any intense, sustained conflict, one’s
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acting together with people from the other side can be viewed
as traitorous. This has been obvious in the Irish troubles, the
Israeli-Palestinian-Arab conflicts, and many other situations.
Often increasing one’s connections with others can mean loss
of connection with one’s own people. This is why, in many
hard conflicts, the two-state solution is best, with stable
separation rather than common community. Instead of hoping
for some sort of integration between the conflicting parties, it
may be better for them to live apart, with arrangements that
deter attacks or other de-stabilizing actions between them.
Stable, respected boundaries are important means for
protecting distinct groups.
Despite limits to our capacity for caring, we should care to
some degree for all people who face extreme hardship and
injustice, no matter how distant they might be.
A reasonable moral precept for dealing with distant
communities is, at the very least, to do no harm. We cannot be
expected to feed all those who are hungry in distant lands, but
we should at least be sure to not take food or anything else
away from them. In particular, we should not take the fruits of
their labor to such an extent that they remain impoverished
and unable to provide for themselves.
We should support the idea of social and economic safety
nets, systems through which limits are placed on how far any
person’s well-being is allowed to decline. Local and global
safety nets should be established, and over time they should be
lifted to higher levels.33
Animals and Plants
We have used the terms caring, indifference, and exploitation to
describe relationships among people, but they also can be
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applied to other kinds of relationships. For example, many
people act in a caring way to protect land, water, and animals
in nature, even when those acts do not return any direct
benefits to the actor. We recognize the exploitation of nature
where people deplete and pollute their environment. Some
farmers mine the soil and the water, making them unavailable
for future generations, some fishers take too much, and some
hikers wantonly destroy trees and trails, spoiling them for those
who follow.
There are abundant examples of people being caring,
indifferent, or exploitative toward animals. There are also
many examples of animals treating people in those ways. Many
animals display caring behavior to humans, often in homes, but
also in other contexts. There are many examples of animals
rescuing people in distress, inspiring many lists of such caring
events.34,35,36
There is clear evidence of caring among animals.37,38 Scenes
of obvious caring are presented in photographs by Scientific
American magazine.39A TV news story showed an extraordinary
situation in which a lion, a tiger, and a bear lived and played
together for years.40
Some animals show signs of grieving when their mates or
friends die.41 Surely this is a manifestation of caring. “Grieving
profoundly . . is the price humans pay for caring profoundly.”42
That concept also applies to animals.
Caring among animals of the same species is commonplace,
but caring across species is more interesting. We see it often in
homes that have both cats and dogs. In some cases the two
species merely co-exist, as separately as they can, but in others
they interact actively and even affectionately.
Caring is more surprising when it happens between species
of very different kinds, such as a cat and a bird 43 or a rat and a
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cat.44,45 YouTube has many examples of inter-species
connection, including some in the wild. These species are not
“all one”, but despite their diversity, they get along.
Some animals have uncanny skills in caring for humans.
There are many stories of cats and dogs that seem to be able
to detect when a person is ill or in pain. Many are “employed”
in hospitals and care homes, as therapy animals.
Sometimes caring by animals for humans is not motivated
by the animals’ concern for the well-being of the humans, but
is more of a business deal. The Eden Killer Whale Museum in
Australia tells the story of a pack of killer whales that for
decades helped to herd and kill baleen whales for the benefit
of local human whalers. The trade-off was that the whalers
would leave specific tasty parts of the baleen whales for the
killer whales to feast on.
What about plants?
There is a film that says forest plants live in communities of
a sort, doing things to benefit one another.46
In an article on “The Intelligent Plant,” Michael Pollan
discussed forest communities.47 He pointed out that when
some types of closely related plants are placed in the same pot,
they restrain their usual competitive behavior and instead share
resources. Some researchers think corn plants show evidence
of altruistic behavior.48 Can plants really live in communities
and demonstrate altruistic or caring behavior?
Do the plants really care about one another, or is this merely
a metaphor? What is the difference?
Artifacts and Nature
We often draw lines between human-made artifacts and things
in nature, but sometimes the boundary is not so clear. One
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basis for drawing the distinction is the idea that things in nature
can have motivations, but inanimate things cannot. But maybe
we make too sharp a distinction. We know cats and dogs have
motivations because they can be observed doing things that are
obviously goal-directed. However, for other life forms, the
point is not so clear. Do bacteria have motivations? What
about plants? Is it sensible to say that a bridge, a building, or a
tool has a purpose of its own, independent of the users’
purpose? Or is it better to just say these things are useful to us
humans?
Cars can be much more than just tools for getting from one
place to another. Some people spend more money on dressing
up their cars than on dressing their children. The uses of things
often go beyond simple usefulness.
Is this idolatry? Is it simple anthropomorphism, attributing
human qualities such as motivations to inanimate things? Is
this just a matter of mislabeling things, or should ideas like
“care” and “purpose” be understood as having broader
meanings than we are used to giving them? Pantheistic
religious perspectives often speak of objects having their own
inner purposes.
Just as we can care for nature, we can also care for artifacts
such as bridges, buildings, canoes, and aquaculture ponds. We
can be awestruck by beautiful cathedrals just as we can be
awestruck by beautiful valleys. Transcendent experiences,
often marked by moments of awe, have something to do with
caring. Both are about being in touch with something beyond
oneself.
Clearly, people can care for nature. But does nature also
take care of people in some active sense? Or do we simply try
to adapt to a wholly indifferent, mindless nature?
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These concerns can be framed in terms of the Gaia
perspective, the view that “humanity constitutes a living system
within the larger system of our Earth”49:
Take the living system most intimately familiar
to all of us: the human body. We've long known
that our bodies behave as a community of cells,
which are organized into organs and organ
systems. The central nervous system functions as
the body's government, continually monitoring
all its parts and functions, ever making intelligent
decisions that serve the interest of the whole
enterprise. Its economics are organized as an
equitable system of production and distribution,
with full employment of all cells and continual
attention to their wellbeing. The immune
`defence' system protects its integrity and health
against unfamiliar intruders. It can be thought of
as a kind of global political economy with organs
as bioregional units, their different tissues as
communities, cells as families or clans, and the
organelles within cells as individuals.
Physiologically we can see that the needs and
interests of individual cells, their organs and the
whole body must be continually negotiated to
achieve the body's dynamic equilibrium or
healthy balance.50
From this perspective it makes sense to speak about the
“metabolism of cities” and the ways in which cities meet their
needs.51
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There has been a good deal of advocacy for recognition of
legal rights of animals, as illustrated by the Nonhuman Rights
Project.52
Why draw the line at animals, and not talk about legal rights
for other things? Some scholars have argued in favor of legal
rights for natural objects. The underlying idea is that objects in
nature, and maybe even artifacts, have intrinsic interests, apart
from the usefulness they might have to humankind, and
therefore the legal system should protect them.53 54 In Aotearoa
(New Zealand), this concept has been implemented by
recognizing a river as a legal person, and thus having rights.55
As people care for the environment around them, that
environment also cares for them, in a sense. This is not a
matter of simple reciprocity, as in a deal to cooperate. It goes
deeper than that, a kind of unspoken symbiosis among
elements in a shared system, organs in an organism. This
dimension of the terrain of caring is difficult to explore,
involving concepts that may be alien or even alienating. It is
one thing to suggest that the earth and the cosmos are alive in
some sense, involved in some sort of dynamic organic flow, as
in Gaia thinking. It is another huge step to suggest that there
is something akin to consciousness in that environment. And
still another step to feel and believe that this disembodied
consciousness cares about the well-being of you and me.
There are interrelations among the different types and levels
of caring. Caring for another person or an animal or a plant
may be a spiritual act, at least for some people. Some people
care for the corn or the taro they grow not simply for the
nourishment it provides, but also for the contact it allows with
another dimension of the world, one that is alive in its own
way.
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One manifestation of long-distance caring is international
humanitarian assistance to people in need, coming from
governments or from non-governmental organizations. The
long historical arc of international humanitarian assistance is
documented in Michael Barnett’s The Empire of Humanity,
ranging from the antislavery and missionary movements of the
nineteenth century to disaster assistance and peace-building
efforts in modern times.56 Frequently, the motives behind these
operations have been mixed, as they often are in relation to
caring acts at the personal level. Unfortunately, international
humanitarian assistance often falls far short of what is
needed.57
We tend to think of caring in terms of personal relations,
with family and neighbors, and with our local environment.
But sometimes we see that caring is important for the larger
whole, all of humanity, all of the world, and maybe all of the
cosmos. These are transcendent forms of caring, going well
beyond what we see and experience directly.
Some people say, “we are all one”, but what does that
mean? It cannot mean we are all the same because we are not.
People are different from one another, and from cats and birds.
We should take this “we are one” to mean that we are all
important parts of a larger whole, just as the organs of the
human body are parts of a larger whole. The parts don’t always
get along well with each other, but getting along certainly is a
compelling recommendation. We ought to care for the whole,
through space and also through time.
As parts of the larger whole, we can think of the organs of
the human body as wanting to take care of their host. In much
the same way, we can think of the earth and its environment as
being, in some sense, motivated to take care of the human
residents. Some scientists dismiss this sort of thinking as
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“promiscuous teleology”.58,59 People with a more spiritual
orientation would be inclined to dismiss those scientists.
Caring has been defined here as acting to benefit others. Many
things in nature and many different kinds of artifacts provide
benefits to people. Does this mean they care? Is the essence of
caring in the action, or the thought behind the action, the
underlying intention?
Does it matter whether the idea of motivation in animals or
inanimate objects is viewed as a fact or a metaphor? Ideas don’t
have to be true to be useful, as we learn from imaginary
numbers and Aesop’s fables. Scriptures of various kinds
survive not because their stories have proven true but because
they have proven useful. Some people argue that nature does
not really care about us,60 but it makes sense for us to treat
nature as if it did.
Ideas of the sort discussed here might seem strange, but
they have been spreading and growing in many quarters. They
reached a high level when, “On April 22, 2013,
in commemoration of International Mother Earth Day, the
UN General Assembly hosted its third annual interactive
dialogue on Harmony with Nature.”61 There is now a United
Nations website on Harmony with Nature.62
Past and Future, and Spirit
We commonly talk about caring for people and things as if they
were here and now, but there are important space and time
dimensions to caring. We tend to care more for people who
are closer to us, physically, culturally, temporally, spiritually,
and on other dimensions as well.
People care not only for what is here and now and also for
things from the past and the future. Some people give constant
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attention to their ancestors, and in many cases also to the g-dly
precursors of their human ancestors, all honored in their
creation stories. They also give attention to their descendants,
and do a great deal for them. This occurs not only at the family
level but also at the community and cultural level. 63
The idea of “paying it forward” embodies the idea of caring
projected into the future. For example:
Imagine a restaurant where there are no prices
on the menu and where the check reads $0.00
with only this footnote: "Your meal was a gift
from someone who came before you. To keep
the chain of gifts alive, we invite you to pay it
forward for those dine after you.
That's Karma Kitchen, a volunteer-driven experiment in
generosity.64,65
People who are interested in establishing sustainable social
systems care about the well-being of people and the planet well
beyond their own lifetimes. Finance people are not the only
ones who invest in the future and act to benefit their heirs.
People vary a great deal in the extent to which they care
about the future. When the benefits of an action in the present
are highly diluted and spread among many people in the future,
the motivation to act is likely to be much weaker than it would
be when action is taken to benefit those who are very close in
term of geographical, temporal, and social distance.66
Many people look far into the future and serve it. They also
go beyond time to their spiritual worlds, in forms of
transcendent caring. The pyramids of Egypt and the world’s
great cathedrals, synagogues, temples, and mosques were
envisioned by architectural masters who knew they would
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never see the fruits of their work. Notre Dame in Paris, St.
Peter’s Basilica in Rome, Il Duomo in Milan, and Sagrada
Familia in Barcelona are good examples. They demonstrate
transcendent caring, beyond time.
Gaia thinking focuses on the earth as a source of care for
people. Consider the more cosmic caring embodied in the
much-quoted passage from Hafiz, a 14th century Sufi poet:
After a million years of shining
The sun never says to the earth –
‘You owe me.”
Imagine a love like this,
it lights up the Whole Sky,
Whether viewed as fact or metaphor, the message is clear:
Provide sunshine for others, without expecting anything in
return.
Evolutionary Biology
The differences between animals and inanimate nature like
plants and mountains seem obvious. Animals are sentient
beings, but the others are not—we think. But microbiologists
and deep sea explorers tell us that there are some life forms
that seem to straddle that boundary. And the close dependence
between animals and inanimate nature become apparent when
we reflect on the observation, “all flesh is grass”.
We sometimes attribute life-like characteristics to groups of
animals. Herds and flocks and nations often seem to take on a
life of their own, with a kind of group consciousness that is
somehow above and beyond that of the individual members.
There is something very real about groups, even though the
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connections among their members are not visible. They have
something of a transcendent, spiritual nature.
We often distinguish between humans and animals, but of
course humans can be viewed simply as another type of animal.
All show caring behavior. Humans have certain distinctive
characteristics, but so does every other species. All have
distinct roles in the global ecosystem. Only one thinks of itself
as the primary one.
Evolutionary biologists help us overcome our selfindulgent preoccupation with our own species, encouraging us
to see that we are parts of a much larger whole. All the elements
that make up that whole depend on each other and, in various
ways, care for each other.
However, there are many unanswered questions. According
to Jonathan Sacks, Charles Darwin “was puzzled by a
phenomenon that seemed to contradict his most basic thesis,
that natural selection should favor the ruthless”:
Altruists, who risk their lives for others, should
therefore usually die before passing on their
genes to the next generation. Yet all societies
value altruism, and something similar can be
found among social animals, from chimpanzees
to dolphins to leafcutter ants.
Neuroscientists have shown how this works.
We have mirror neurons that lead us to feel pain
when we see others suffering. We are hard-wired
for empathy. We are moral animals.67
Sacks summarizes a core finding of evolutionary biology: “we
survive as members of groups, and groups can exist only when
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individuals act not solely for their own advantage but for the
sake of the group as a whole.”
The idea that we are purely, narrowly, and exclusively selfinterested is wrong. We are not ruthless and lonely savages. We
are self-interested, but we are also concerned with the wellbeing of others.
There is a problem, however. Some people suggest that
concern for the group as a whole is about universal concern for
others. The reality is that we tend to be deeply concerned only
about selected others. We are not “all one,” but members of
many different groups. We are tribal by nature.
There are many different bases for tribal divisions,
including culture, ethnicity, and religion. Many tribes are in
conflict with others, and often these conflicts turn violent.
Often the caring for one’s own group is tightly linked to
hostility to others. People working within a corporation may
feel strong solidarity as they struggle to overcome their
competitors. Soldiers in the front lines put themselves in
harm’s way not to protect their individual selves, but to protect
their brothers in arms and their tribes back home. Killing is
often claimed to be for a noble, selfless cause. Conflict with
some can be driven by caring for others.
Strengthened bonds of caring within tribes can lead to
aggressiveness and sharp conflicts between tribes. No one has
yet found a good way to control that, especially in the anarchic
world of international relations, where nationalism has been a
potent force for both good and evil.
Some people suggest that major conflicts are due to tribal
differences such as religious differences. But differences do not
necessarily lead to conflict. Diverse tribes can happily co-exist
so long as they don’t invade each other’s space, just as many
different plants and animals can find a sensible equilibrium,
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living together harmoniously in their ecological space. Serious
conflicts arise only when one tribe tries to impose its will on
others.
Sustained conflicts between tribes often lead to the
fracturing of bonds within the tribes, turning what might have
been a simple manageable inter-tribal conflict into an
intractable one. In the Middle East, for example, negotiations
have become extremely difficult not only because of the
incompatible positions of the Israelis and the Palestinians, but
also because the divisions within each of those groups make
constructive negotiations impossible. Jonathan Sacks thinks
religion “remains the most powerful community builder the
world has known,”68 but he does not discuss the long history
of intense conflict between religious groups, or the fact that
every major religion is divided within itself and has distinct
progressive and fundamentalist branches. The Crusades
continue on, even if many in the New World don’t understand
that.
Some evolutionary biologists see cooperation as a way in
which some tribes can win in a deeply competitive world. Thus,
Martin Nowak distinguishes five mechanisms of cooperation
that can serve as strategies for winning in various types of
struggle.69,70
The evolutionary biology approach may appear to explain
some types of positive behavior in some circumstances, but
how would it explain indifference or negative behavior? Why
would a young man kill 20 school children in Newtown,
Connecticut? Why would anyone set fire to a home in Webster,
New York so that he could kill the fire fighters who try to
protect the home and the people in it?71 Why would people
deliberately steer their cars to kill turtles crossing the road?72
Why is there such widespread neglect and abuse of women,
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children, the elderly, animals, and nature? Attributing such
actions to mental health problems does not explain them. Are
these the behaviors of losers in a Darwinian struggle for
survival?
Some evolutionary biologists look for explanations for
caring behavior in some kind of indirect payoff, such as gaining
advantages for one’s tribe or gene pool over others. However,
as pointed out earlier, caring people like Mother Teresa and
Saint Damien were not concerned with gaining advantages
over others. The goal of people’s living well together with
dignity and with respect for each other and their environment
seems enough to explain why most people treat each other well
most of the time.
Nowak’s five mechanisms do not explain nice behavior in
a non-competitive world. Evolutionary biologists who
examine the benefits of cooperation in the context of struggles
of various forms implicitly assume there must be losers. Must
there be losers?
What Sacks viewed as an unsolved puzzle faced by Darwin
actually was addressed by Darwin late in life. His masterwork,
The Origin of Species, focused on pre-human evolution.
However, in Darwin’s much ignored later book, The Descent of
Man, he concluded that in human evolution, morality and
conscience were more important than the idea of survival of
the fittest.73 ,74, 75, 76 As one observer summarized:
Darwin specifically denies that "the foundation
of the most noble part of our nature" lies "in the
base principle of selfishness." This flies in the
face of the prevailing evolution paradigm,
however, a form of Neo-Darwinism in which
sociobiologists are vigorously pushing the idea
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that even altruism must be understood as
motivated strictly by selfishness.77
Some environmental biologists’ analyses begin with Darwin
and the need to survive. But then their discussion is somehow
transformed into one about winning—whatever that might
mean. Casting the struggle as being about winning means one
assumes a world of perpetual conflict, one in which there must
be losers. However, any stable ecology demonstrates the
possibilities for long-term peaceful coexistence among
individuals and groups of many different kinds. We do not
have to live in a world of winners and losers.
Why do we often emphasize competition rather than
cooperation? A friend told me that when he went to school,
children were used to studying together. So when it was
classroom exam time, if they didn't know the answer to a
question, they would ask the child sitting in the next row. Then
they would be scolded by the teacher, and were told that
learning from another child was cheating.
What's wrong with asking your neighbor when you are
facing a puzzle? In a school based on deep caring, “Tests would
be taken by groups helping one another get to correct answers,
rather than separating children and ranking one higher or
smarter than the other after the tests.”78
Why is it that environmental biologists have become so
preoccupied with the idea of winning? The Social
Transformation Faculty of Saybrook University asked, why is
it that we “glorify winning as the undoing of an enemy, rather
than an opportunity for life-saving reconciliation?” They
articulated another option:
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We support the development of a culture of
transformative personal, organizational, and
social change that fosters and celebrates the
highest human qualities and practices, including
empathy, altruism, peaceful conflict resolution,
and restorative justice.79
It is possible to organize things so everyone survives, but
there is no way to organize so that everyone wins over others.
It is possible for everyone to live well. We sometimes face a
savage, competitive world, but not always, and not necessarily.
There is enough for everyone’s needs; but not for everyone’s
greed.
In The Conquest of Bread, Peter Kropotkin made the point
clearly: “Well-Being for all is not a dream. It is possible,
realizable, owing to all that our ancestors have done to increase
our powers of production.”80 He spoke about our
technological possibilities. Whether we actually seek well-being
for all is another question. To illustrate, collectively, we
certainly have the capacity to end hunger in the world. Whether
we have the motivation to actually do that is a different issue.
There are no technological obstacles.81
Why assume there must always be competitors or that it is
important to have one’s own tribe outdo others? The idea of
living well together might be enough to explain and motivate
caring behavior.
Increasing the Caring
The intensity of caring by individuals and groups can be
estimated by using various indicators such as crime, charitable
giving, and volunteerism. Obviously, individuals and groups
vary a great deal on this dimension. The question raised in this
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section is: what could be done to go beyond simply describing
the phenomenon of caring, to instead increase the caring? It is
not obvious. Preaching at people to treat one another nicely
might help a bit. Having parents and teachers and other role
models act nicely certainly has a positive influence. What else
could be done to increase the caring in significant ways?
One promising approach has been developed in a private
school in Hawai'i. Since 1991, its Psychosocial Education
Department has operated alongside the more conventional
math, English, history and science departments with the
specific purpose of building empathy skills.82 Using a broad
variety of group activities such as ropes courses, along with
more conventional classroom teaching, it appears to be
successful.
There is a Center for Compassion and Altruism Research
and Education at Stanford University:
CCARE investigates methods for cultivating
compassion and promoting altruism within
individuals and society through rigorous research,
scientific
collaborations,
and
academic
conferences. In addition, CCARE provides a
compassion cultivation program and teacher
training as well as educational public events and
programs.83
Harvard University has a project called “Making Caring
Common” that “helps educators, parents, and communities
raise children who are caring, respectful, and responsible
toward others and their communities.”84
An approach to learning empathy is suggested in a
YouTube video and a magazine article that advocates
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“outrospection,” in contrast to introspection, and suggests the
creation of a museum of empathy that would help visitors
come to a deeper understanding of other people’s lives.85’86
Drawing from the work of the late psychiatrist M. Scott
Peck, the Foundation for Community Encouragement offers
workshops designed to build the sense of community. 87
Apparently there is one major key to increasing the caring:
Relationships are strengthened when people work and play together. This
is an important element that should be designed into new
communities and strengthened in existing communities. Local
orchestras, sports teams, community projects, and business
cooperatives, for example, all tend to strengthen bonds among
their members. In well-designed communities, where people
work and play together in many ways, people are likely to care
for each other and for the local environment in which they are
embedded.

Figure 5. Relationships are strengthened when people work and
play together

Bonding among people who work and play together can
take place in the pursuit of virtuous ends, such as producing
good music, or questionable ones, such as those pursued by
the Ku Klux Klan or street gangs.
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One traditional form of group activity around a single goal
is barn-raising, well known especially in Amish communities.
There is a modernized version based on the WikiHouse, built
with an open-source construction set, where “people always
want to join in and lend a hand”.88
At the outset, the goals might be based on narrow selfinterest. You might help a neighbor build his barn based on
the anticipation that at some later time he might help you with
a project of your own. However, over time, the practice of
doing things based on instrumental caring might evolve into
increasingly empathetic caring. After a time, you might come
to like your neighbor and want to do things for him, even
things for which there are no likely “returns on the
investment.”
In many cases, people band together to challenge a
common enemy, whether a colonizer, an invading army, or a
virus. Often that cooperation is based on each individual
pursuing his or her individual interests. But over time, the
collegiality involved in the effort is likely to transform the
relationships into forms that go beyond simply using others, to
showing some affection for them. We see this in the solidarity
among soldiers or football players.
Being together and doing things together is likely to increase
the caring. The thought is alarmingly simple. Apparently it is
true for many different types of caring. As Kenneth Worthy
explains,
Only by being in sensuous, embodied contact
with the rich, vibrant, complex realm of nature in
landscapes and seascapes, with the air, soil, and
water around us, can we begin to fully understand
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and experience nature’s needs and thus be in a
reciprocal and caring relationship with it.89
New communities can be designed or existing ones can be
modified with a view to building the caring. Community design
efforts often focus on the physical arrangements, but attention
can also be given to the ways in which well-arranged
communities can strengthen social relationships.
We can define strong communities as those in which people
care about one another’s well-being. They might be comprised
of people who live close to one another and interact regularly.
Employment opportunities, housing, and other amenities
could be located in a defined contiguous space, thus allowing
many of the residents to work close to where they live. Each
community could have a management body, and rules
determined through highly participatory processes. Such
communities could produce much of their own food, and
manage energy, waste disposal and many other concerns at the
community level. Such communities would strive for
sustainability, resilience, and self-reliance.
In such communities, people are likely to care for each
other and for the local environment in which they are
embedded. But there are no guarantees. The character of the
community that emerges from the planning process would
depend on the views and values of the individuals who do the
planning. If the planning group advocates good nutrition,
healthy people, healthy environments, and caring, the plans it
puts out would reflect that input. Once implemented, this sort
of community is likely to strengthen and transmit those values.
There has been a great deal of discussion of how businesses
might pursue the “triple bottom line,” giving attention not only
to profits, but also to people and the planet.90 These “three Ps”
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could be pursued not only in the design of businesses but also
in the design of strong communities. If a group of like-minded
people brought in all their best ideas, drawing on everything
they could learn about the best and the worst of both premodern and modern worlds, and had few obstacles in alreadyexisting arrangements, they would have the potential for doing
wonderful things together.
Tracing the motivation to benefit others shows us a
common thread through all types of caring, ranging from the
obvious forms that occur between parents and children to the
more transcendent forms of caring for people and things
beyond direct observation. Caring provides the basis for
genuine connectedness, through many dimensions.
Empathetic caring takes connectedness beyond the merely
mechanical and instrumental to something that is more deeply
satisfying for us, individually and collectively. We need to work
at understanding and increasing caring.
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